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Abstract

This essay draws onMaryDouglas’ theory of institutional styles of thinking to analyze the
debate about how and when the Coronavirus crisis can be brought to an end. The dom-
inant approach, I show, frames the problem in utilitarian terms, akin to what is known
among philosophers as “the trolley problem.” I point out the pitfalls of this framing and
contrast it with a counter-frame taken from the Judeo-Christian tradition of pastoral lead-
ership. The lacunae of this institutional style of thinking are pointed out as well, in order
to develop the critical distance necessary for a reasoned intervention in the crisis.
Keywords: Trolley problem; utilitarianism; bio-ethics; coronavirus; Covid-19; pastoral
power; frames.
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As the debate is heating up about how and when the Coronavirus crisis can be brought
to an end in a planned, rational and ethical way (Bazelon, 2020), we are often presented by an
argument favored by those who resisted the shelter-in-place policies to begin with, and who
have kept a constant drumbeat at the president’s ear about the need to restart the economy
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(Baker, Kanno-Youngs, & Rappeport, 2020). The medicine, they say, cannot be worse than
the disease (quoted in Baird, 2020).

We need to begin easing up, they say, because the response to the epidemic could prove
more ruinous than the epidemic itself. They point that jobless claims in the US now exceed
twenty million and are projected to climb to a staggering 15% of the American labor force,
while US GDP this quarter has shrunk by 4.8% and is on pace for a jaw-dropping 30% annual
contraction (Morath & Chaney, 2020; Casselman, 2020).

Moreover, this argument is not only made by businesspeople worried about disappearing
profits, but also by a growing chorus of public health experts, philosophers and pundits, who
point to the human toll of what is shaping up to be an economic disruption equivalent to or
worse than the Great Depression (Agamben, 2020; Bazelon, 2020; Hansen, 2020; Ioannidis,
2020).

Disease kills, they say, but so does the lack of livelihood. Social isolation and unemploy-
ment will lead to an untold number of “deaths of despair” (Case & Deaton, 2020) from sui-
cide, alcoholism anddrug use, often bymen in their primeworking years. They caution thatwe
need to think about the trade-offs in human lives of continuing social distancing and quaran-
tine measures. Some even venture that the calculation should be done not in terms of number
of lives lost, but in terms of number of life years lost, or even QALYs (Quality Adjusted Life
Years), pointing out that the epidemic disproportionally kills those who are already at the end
of their lives (Toynbee, 2020).1

The factual basis for these claims is thin, at best. Many economists reject the trade-off as a
false one. To remove restrictions and let the economy come roaring back, they say, is danger-
ous… to the economy itself, because the resulting exponential spread of the viruswill ultimately
wreak even greater economic losses (Porter & Tankersley, 2020). Admittedly, this is less rele-
vant for graduated exit strategies, but the tendency of their advocates to wave the red flag of
“deaths of despair,” whenever they are challenged on some the details, should be questioned as
well. Anne Case (quoted in Bazelon, 2020), co-author of the definitive study about the phe-
nomenon, politely rejected the trade-off as unconvincing. Deaths of despair do not happen
as an immediate response to a short-term crisis. They were caused by a long-term process that
took years. They were enabled by the fact that nothing was done to combat unemployment
and social isolation. There is no reason, therefore, to expect deaths of despair as an inevitable
result of social distancing measures.

It is important to argue with the factual basis for these calls, but we should also recognize
that their rhetorical power comes from posing the issue as a collective “trolley problem.” In
the classic version of the trolley problem (Foot, 1967), you find yourself holding the shunting
switch as a speeding train is bearing down on five people tied to the railway tracks. You can save
them by pulling the switch, but this would send the train down a different track where you can

1. Both Ezekiel Emanuel and Peter Singer make this trade-off argument in the New York Times’ organized de-
bate (Bazelon, 2020). To be clear, they are not advocating an abrupt end to the quarantine, but a graduated
exit strategy conditional on improvements in certain key measures. This paper is not an analysis of the merits
and demerits of this graduated exit strategy. I have no doubt that this is what needs to be done. As always,
however, the devil is in the details. My sociologist’s ears pricked up because I noticed that whenever Emanuel
or Singer were challenged regarding one of the details, they resorted to some version or another of the trade-
off argument, offering a hypothetical calculation of number of life years lost, or even a lost “quality of life.”
My concerns, therefore, are less about the content of their proposals than about how they are framed and
justified. Justification is not an idle decoration added to these proposals. It is an “economy of worth,” allocat-
ing differential worth to people (Boltanski & Thevenot, 2006), thus quite central to exit strategies that have
profound distributive consequences.
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see another person is tied.
Would doing so be morally justified? Utilitarian philosophers think so, while others dis-

agree. One utilitarian philosopher who has used the trolley problem in his work, Peter Singer,
is also among those who point out that the pandemic “is killingmostly older people (…) I think
we want to take into account the number of life years lost — not just the number of lives lost”
(quoted in Bazelon, 2020). His implication is that we should pull the shunting switch, how-
ever “gradually,” and send the train down the nursing homes tracks, rather than through the
workplaces, where QALYs are abundant. He urges that “we need to really consider that trade-
off” between the loss of life now and the “victims in the future,” especially our children, who
will “bear the economic costs we incur now” (ibidem). His reasoning is echoed by an unlikely
partner on the other side of the political spectrum, Texas’ Lieutenant-Governor Dan Patrick
(69), who said that he would be proud to die for the sake of preserving economic well-being
and prosperity for his grandchildren (Rodriguez, 2020).

We should beware of being drawn into the moral trap of this new version of the trolley
problem. One thing that has become clear over the years about the classic version of the trolley
problem is that little tweaks in the scenario and how it is presented completely change how
ordinary people respond to it. When given the classic scenario in a 3-D simulation, for example,
90% of test subjects pulled the switch (Navarrete et al., 2012). But if some of the details are
changed, for example, if the lone individual is somebody you know or is a young child, far
fewer people pull the switch (Bleske-Rechek et al., 2010). Of course, the main artifice that
sets up the trolley problem as a moral trap is the image of rails, of which there are only two.
What this image sneaks in without discussion is the pretense that we know the odds of the two
courses of action (and that there are only two), that we can calculate these odds fairly well, and
that uncertainties have been reduced to the necessary minimum.2

The trolley problem resonates right now because the current moment is one of wrenching
moral choices. An epidemic forces a society to confront fundamental questions about its char-
acter as a collective endeavor. For this very reason, however, it is not enough to merely counter
the utilitarian argumentwith a different utilitarian calculus, like the economists’ argument that
the economic losseswill be greater if we open too soon. The rejoinder needs to begin from com-
pletely different premises about how such moral choices are posed and addressed. How do we
act morally at a time of immense collective uncertainty, without pretending that we know how
to transform this uncertainty into calculable odds? Trolley-like trade-off arguments prevent
us from facing these questions. When they warn about “deaths of despair,” for example, they
sneak in ipso facto precisely what needs to be changed about the American status quo; indeed,
what the pandemic could serve as a lever for changing—namely the casualization and systemic
precarity of the labor force (Griesbach, 2020), the dismantling of social services and commu-
nity support, the declining trust in institutions. These are the “rails” on which their trade-off

2. “Knowing the odds” does not mean certainty. I am referring here to Frank Knight’s famous distinction be-
tween risk and uncertainty. Brian Wynne (1992, p. 114) formulates it as follows: risk is when you know
the odds, namely the probabilities attached to different courses of action, so you can calculate how best to
manage them. Uncertainty is when you do not know the odds. At best, you may know some of the main
parameters. You can attempt to transform uncertainty into calculable risk by estimates and guesswork, but
you most likely increase thereby the extent of your ignorance, namely what you don’t know that you don’t
know. Callon, Lascoumes and Barthe (2009, pp. 18–26) make the same point when they call risk a “false
friend.” They caution that when experts claim that they know how to calculate the odds, we should press
them to demonstrate that they have compiled an exhaustive list of alternatives open to us; that the odds of
these alternatives are also calculable; and that they understand the system of interactions for each alternative
well-enough to anticipate outcomes and side-effects.
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argument proceeds.
It was the late anthropologist, Dame Mary Douglas, who saw through the charade of the

trolley problem. Putting it in her own pugnacious and somewhat enigmatic style, she said
that individuals do not resolve such intractable problems on their own, institutions do (Dou-
glas, 1990, p. 7; p. 111). What shemeant by this is that when individuals approach a harrowing
moral choice, they draw upon traditions of thinking and acting that have been collectively elab-
orated over centuries. These traditions act like frames (Goffman, 1974): they make you pay
attention to what is inside the frame and ignore what is outside it. The frame, therefore, sets
up the problemwith a particular image that already implies what would be themorally correct
way to approach it, often because it makes you disattend towhat is uncertain and inconvenient
for your view of the world.

The trolley problem is such a frame. It is an individualist, utilitarian fable that presents
the solution to be “obviously” some form of calculus of known benefits and losses. It is also
a temporal frame, forcing diverse temporal rhythms into a single instant of choice. All the un-
certainties and indeterminacies that I mentioned above are left outside the frame. Instead of
thinking for ourselves, we are letting a certain tradition, the utilitarian one, do the thinking
for us. The style of thinking that it represents is exposed whenever philosophers embellish the
problem and add that the five people are young (or healthy), while the lone person is old (or,
in the even more callous versions, fat). This is supposed to lead you towards the obvious cal-
culation of QALYs lost. Unsurprisingly, we hear similar calculations now in the midst of the
epidemic, euphemized as “people with limited life expectancies” (Ioannidis, 2020). Framing
the epidemic as a collective trolley problem implies that the old and unhealthy should be sac-
rificed for the sake of the young and healthy. Conversely, the temporal frame of the trade-off
channels us into an intergenerational dilemma,whereinwe appear tobe shortchangingour chil-
dren’s right to appropriate education for the sake of the elderly. Yet the potential educational
consequences lie years in the future, with ample time in between to assess and ameliorate the
purported damage, provided the political will exists.

In the Judeo-Christian tradition there is a counter-fable. This is the famous Rabbinical
story, ofwhich theChurchFatherswere fond aswell, aboutMoses and the lamb. While herding
a flock of sheep through the desert, so the story goes,Moses noticed that a single little lambwas
lost. Risking the safety of the whole herd, he sets out on his own to find and save the single
lamb. Seeing this, God selects him to be the leader of his people because, God says, he has the
quality of mercy.3 Framing the epidemic with this story would imply that society is mobilized
to defend its weakest members, the infirm, the elderly, the immune-compromised, even when
there is a price to be paid.

Note that the Rabbinical story is the exact opposite of the Trolley problem. Instead of sac-
rificing the few for the many, Moses took the risk of sacrificing the whole herd for the sake of
one little lamb. This is, of course, a paradox. One should not take it literally. The paradox is
deepened, moreover, when we notice another way in which the Talmudic story is the exact op-
posite of the trolley problem. The trolley problem empowers an ordinary individual, anybody,
whoever is at the switch, to make fateful life-and-death decisions. It is a thought experiment
that places you, the everyman, in a bird’s-eye view of the action, exercising godly powers. In
this way, uncertainty is left outside the frame, differing temporal rhythms are forced together,
and the solution no longer requires human decision-making. A machine placed at the switch

3. This is a famous Rabbinical commentary on the book of Exodus. The Hebrew reference is: רבה, שמות מדרש
ב’ פסקה ב’, פרשה
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would do the best job, as is shown by the relish with which autonomous cars’ enthusiasts have
embraced the trolley problem (Bogost, 2018).

The Rabbinical story, on the other hand, puts you inside the action, with Moses running,
eyes trained on the little lamb, the vast desert precluding any ability to take in the whole scene.
There is no bird’s-eye view. Uncertainty is verymuch inside the frame. Moreover, whenMoses
the Shepherd, the future leader of his people, the very prototype of leadership in the Judeo-
Christian tradition, balks at the “obvious” sacrifice of the one for the many, our attention is
directed to the wrenching difficulty of moral leadership in a time of radical uncertainty, and to
the hubris of presuming to know with certainty the calculus of utilities. After all, if the herd
knows that the shepherd would sacrifice any one of them, without a moment’s hesitation, for
the greater good, wouldn’t they bolt themoment they suspect their turn is coming? This iswhy
armies the world over often risk the lives of the many to save a single soldier, or even merely to
recover his or her dead body.

To translate this to the currentmoment, retelling the Rabbinical story serves to sensitize us
to the inhumane bargain we are being offered. When the epidemic ends, would we really want
its lasting effect to be that we have granted state administrations the power to conduct policy
and make decisions on the basis of trolley problem calculations? Do we want to be ruled by
a power that can legitimately calculate (or let an algorithm calculate) the number and type of
lives expendable for the sake of the continued growth of Capital?

I have used the Rabbinical story as a counter-frame, with which to expose what the trol-
ley problem leaves outside the frame. But this story, too, is not innocent. Thinking with and
through this story, we have now let a different tradition do the thinking for us. Moses and his
little lamb also leave several very important things outside the frame. We need to acknowledge
and deal with these. After all, what could be the point of showing, as Douglas does, that insti-
tutions are doing the thinking for us, if it is not to allow us to do at least some of the thinking
for ourselves?

First, while the storymakes it seem as if the whole society is mobilized to defend its weakest
members, in reality there is a more specific group that is doing the defending and is thereby
exposed to greater risks than others. These are obviously the doctors and the nurses, the EMTs
and healthcare workers, but also the delivery workers, the long-haul drivers, the grocery store
clerks, the meat packing workers, agricultural laborers, the post office employees, the police,
andmany others. Formany of theseworkers, there is no choice but towork and to expose them-
selves, while the rest of us — including myself — are protecting ourselves at home. Moreover,
many of these workers are poor and belong to minority groups. Many are women (Robertson
& Gebeloff, 2020). Once again they are being asked to suffer a heavier burden than others.
This is an inconvenient truth that is currently outside the frame of “shelter in place” policies.
But there is a device for bringing it inside the frame. In an analogy to 9/11 “first responders,”
these workers should be designated as “frontline workers” entitled for significantmerit pay and
security of employment when the epidemic ends (Davis, 2020). Additionally, existing regula-
tions can be enforced to guarantee that they have first priority for protective gear and that their
employers take all measures to provide them with as safe working conditions as possible. To-
gether, these measures would be the proper recognition for the fact that once again they are
shouldering more of the collective burden and danger than anybody else.

Second, I am well-aware that even as I write these lines, doctors in NYC, where I live, are
called upon to make the morally wrenching decision who gets a ventilator and who doesn’t.
They do not have the luxury to pursue one little lamb, but must face the certainty that by allo-
cating the ventilator to one patient, they are giving up on another. In contrast, the tradition of
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thinking represented by the trolley problem seems well-suited to guide their actions. Indeed,
the very same people who presented opening the economy as a trolley problem, have also for-
mulated guidelines for the allocation of ventilators (Emanuel et al., 2020), saying that “how
many years of life you save is a relevant ethical concern” (Ezekiel Emanuel, quoted in McCoy
& Wagner, 2020). We should vehemently reject this kind of reasoning. Hospital bio-ethics
committees issuing guidelines for the allocation of ventilators should not take QALYs or even
age by itself into account. They should be guided by the principle of universal individual right
to medical care and the dignity of the human person. The only criterion that should guide
their deliberations is an assessment — which doctors make routinely even in the best of times
— of who is more likely to be saved by being given a ventilator, while carefully watching for
potential biases that may sneak into such uncertain assessments (such as the fact that under-
lying conditions, which reduce the chances of success, are more prevalent among minorities
and poor people [Baker & Fink, 2020]). We should not be taken in by the utilitarian slippery
slope that leads from the fact that age is likely to be a factor in this assessment, to the dubitable
value judgment that the remaining life years of an older person are somehow less worthy of
preserving.

Finally, as Michel Foucault (1981) noted, the paradox ofMoses and the lamb was repeated
and celebrated in the Judeo-Christian tradition as a model for how power should be exercised,
and as a justification for its extension into ever greater surveillance of populations and individu-
als. Foucault, the ultimate paranoid, called it “pastoral power” and warned against the dangers
residing in a power that seeks to know and control each individual by claiming to take care
of their health and well-being, even their very survival. From today’s vantage point, he was
clearly right to be worried. The pandemic has already led to an intensification and extension
of the powers of surveillance at the disposal of both authoritarian and democratic states, who
present themselves as modern-day Moses (Gebrekidan, 2020; Sonn, 2020). Such attempts to
use the pandemic as justification for extending surveillance powers should be resisted, but, as
Foucault taught, resistance takes place from within power, not outside it. It should not suc-
cumb to the infantile rejection of all power as “tyranny” (Burnett & Slodysko, 2020). There
are currently multiple proposals how to deploy digital technology to combat the pandemic
and to facilitate a graduated exit strategy. They should be each evaluated in terms of whether
they provide privacy protections and take into account equity considerations. Digital contact-
tracing, for example, utilizing a Bluetooth app, if it stores the data on the user’s phone and
requires user permission to be shared with contact tracers, as in Singapore, or if it provides le-
gal guarantees that the data will be deleted after thirty days, as in Norway, is much preferable
to proposals that give authorities access to GPS location and credit card data of unaffected in-
dividuals (Valentino-DeVries, Singer & Krolik, 2020; Pueyo,2020), or which empower — as
in Israel — the General Security Service to track individuals (Goychman, 2020). But privacy
is not the only consideration. These proposals do not really track individuals but “dividuals”
(Deleuze, 1992), namely smartphones. Not everybody has a smartphone (it is estimated that
about amillion Israelis, for example, do not [Goychman, 2020]). Hence, we should reject mea-
sures, however well-intentioned, that tie conditionalities to the possession of a smartphone,
like scanning QR codes before you can enter a building (Pueyo, 2020). As to the issuance of
“immunity passports” permitting some to go back to work or move about more freely than
others, it is likely be an important tool in a graduated exit strategy, but it should not take place
without equitable access to testing, nor should it be conditional on possessing a smartphone,
and it certainly shouldn’t be done through algorithmic assignment of risk status (Dave, 2020;
Kabir, 2020; Proctor, Sample &Oltermann, 2020).
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The current moment represents a double test for our society. Obviously, our public health
systems are being tested by the pandemic. But our polities are also being tested by the very
power that we have unleashed to counter the pandemic. We are awestruck by how formidable
this power is, which has brought the world economy to a near standstill within a few weeks,
has completely transformed everyday routines, and could engage in unprecedented surveillance.
Yet, what makes this power so formidable is the fact that we all participate in its operation, and
we do so because it promises to take care of all and each, as Moses did. The test is whether
we can learn how to resist it from within, flex our democratic muscles to limit its excesses, not
reject it wholesale from without.

In comparison, the call to restart the economy, because the people who will likely die as a
result have “limited life expectancies,” amounts to a form of state-sanctioned abandonment of
lives who are thereby defined not only as no longer worth living, but as burdening and endan-
gering the continuous circulation of capital, commodities and labor. It would be a dark day
indeed if we let ourselves be drawn into the moral trap of the trolley problem.
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